
 

   

  

  

 
Class 2 

Challenge:   Can you add the missing words to the text to below to finish the story ‘A Pirate in my Paddling Pool’? Read the words at the bottom of the page 

first and make sure you understand their meaning.  Remember to read on in the sentence to work out what kind of word is needed and then re-read the 

sentence once you’ve chosen a word to check that it makes sense. You can type the words in to the text here if you’re working on a computer, but if not, 

talking about the words and telling an adult the choices you have made as you read together is just as good.   

Clare dashed inside to get the ______ pirate a towel.  By the time she had ________ to the garden, the pirate was already out 

of the paddling pool and _________ his map.  

“ It says ‘ere on me map that the treasure __________in a house of wood but I can’t see me no wooden ‘ouse around ‘ere!’ he said 

_________ his head. 

‘I’t’s not a house,’ said Clare_________.  ‘That’s me dad’s shed.’  Clare pointed to her father’s old, wooden shed in the other 

corner of the garden ______ from the pool.  It was mostly covered by the branches of a large, leafy beech tree. 

The pirate ______ at Clare with a twinkle in his eye before________ down the garden path, leaving a dripping trail of pool water 

behind him as he went.  

‘Let’s get us some treasure,’ bellowed the pirate____1_____. 

It was a mess inside the shed.  Clare’s dad hadn’t used it for years. The pirate __________ the shelves for his treasure.  

Suddenly, his eyes lit up, he punched the air with his hooked hand and let out a loud cry of delight. The ________pirate dragged 

a large wooden chest out  from under one of the  of the cobwebby shelves. _______, he heaved open the heavy, dust covered lid 

with a long, slow creeeeeeak !  A beam of sparkling blue light ___14____ out of the chest and with a whooshing, gurgling sound, 

the burly pirate disappeared as he   was _______ inside!  Clare’s eyes _______ as she saw what had just happened.  Where had 

he gone?  Where had that box come from?  She had never seen it before.  She _______ forward slowly to examine the 

mysterious chest, which sat still in the middle of the floor with swirls of blue smoke rising up in to the air from its open mouth.  

Not wanting to touch it, she  ________ inside.  There, on the bottom of the chest, sat a single, gold coin and a rolled up piece 

of dirty, brown paper.  Clare ______ picked up the coin to find the face of her pirate from the pool smiling back at her.  She 

uncurled the scroll.  It was another pirate’s map!  That twinkle was back in Clare’s eyes again!  She’d have to find the treasure on 

her own!  

 

 

 

 

Answers:  Can you make adventurous word choices?  There are adjectives, verbs and adverbs to choose from below.   

returned  studying soggy   lies    scratching  excitedly     grinned   heading  happily     searched   overjoyed     slowly 

    shot    sucked    widened     edged     peered     cautiously  furthest   overjoyed   
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